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  Amy Bivins:Welcome to the Privacy and Proxy Service Provider Accreditation IRT working meeting with the
GAC Public Safety Working Group at ICANN 59!
  steve metalitz:Is there audio in AC yet? 
  Nick Shorey:Hi everyone
  Amy Bivins:Hi Steve, it's my understanding that they are working on it
  Mary Wong:The AC audio is not connected to the audio here
  Mary Wong:Tech is trying to link it up, in the meantime I will try to type notes here so you can follow along while
they do that.
  Mary Wong:Jen is going through the agenda
  steve metalitz:Phone bridge audio is a pile driver....... withe echo... 
  steve metalitz:Had to abandon phone bridge
  Mary Wong:Jen is now going through the background to the proposal.
  SF:we tried to connect the audio viq
  SF:via phone, but without a lot of success
  steve metalitz:No success, based on my phone
  Mary Wong:Nick is going through the reasons for including an expanded list.
  steve metalitz:which are....?
  Mary Wong:Primary objective is not to shut the door on anything else, but really about WHOIS data
  Mary Wong:Michele now speaking - privacy/proxy purely to do with WHOIS, so any framework is only going to
give underlying WHOIS data, nothing else.
  Mary Wong:Don't bundle everything in.
  Mary Wong:Volker now speaking - the way privacy services are set up they won't have billing info b/c they won't
have direct customer relationship with registrant. Entire handling is through registrar or reseller platform.
  Mary Wong:Graeme - +1
  Mary Wong:Michele - as long as it's understood that we won't always have all the info you're asking for
  Mary Wong:Nick - the long list of data elements were taken out of the markup
  Alicia Kaelin:I have phone audio now
  steve metalitz:as do I.  Thanks for notes Mary 
  Mary Wong:As it reads: "the data asked for by the requester, and this must be detailed in the requested
submission", add sentence "This will not preclude other data as pertinent to an investigation where issued as a
properly submitted request. Hoewver, this is not the focus of this Framework".
  Mary Wong:All AC remote participants - please dial in as the bridge is now working.
  Mary Wong:And, of course, please raise your hand if you wish to speak; I will alert Jen.
  Mary Wong:Or type your <QUESTIONS> or <COMMENTS> in the chat here.
  Jennifer Gore:Thank you Mary.
  Mary Wong:Are there any comments from any of our remote participants?
  steve metalitz:Comment:  The two alternative options could be combined:  the e-mail for the ICANN -maintained
directory could be published on the provider website.  So even LEA's that don;'t know about ICANN would be
directed.  
  Jennifer Gore:Thank you Steve. I will verbally state your comment.
  steve metalitz:@Graeme and Catherine, paragraph 6.1 addresses the issue of requests from LEA's outside the
jurisdiction. 
  Graeme Bunton:Thx Steve.
  Amy Bivins:Thanks, All! I'll tee this up for the list and summarize what we've heard so far today
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